CHECK-LIST FOR COURSE EQUIVALENCE

To consider Eligibility Certificate for admission to Ph.D. Programme, the following documents must be submitted at the office of the Director, Centre for Academic Courses, Anna University, Chennai.

1. The copy of the Regulations, Curriculum and Syllabi of the programme undergone by the Candidate at the PG level duly attested by the Head of the Department concerned, for which equivalency is applied for.

2. The attested copy of the SSLC, HSC Mark Sheet, Transfer Certificate, Under Graduate Degree and Consolidated / Semester wise Mark sheets and Post Graduate Degree and Consolidated / Semester wise Mark Sheets

3. A certificate regarding Mode of Study of the said programme issued by the competent authority of the respective (Registrar) University / College. (i.e.)
   - Full-Time (Regular Mode)
   - Part-Time (Evening Mode / Day-Time Part-Time Mode / Week end Mode - Class Timings)
   - Distance Education
   - Open University

4. If the candidate has studied under Distance Education, the Distance Education Council (DEC) approval for the programme for the period of study, must be submitted.

5. Copy of the Approval from UGC/AICTE for conducting Part time programmes by the University, where the candidate studied.

6. If the candidate has studied the UG/PG Programme in the Universities abroad, the photocopy of the Passport and Visa as Proof for having stayed in the specified Country must also be submitted.

7. Copy of Ph.D. application form duly filled in, with signature of the approved supervisor of Anna University.

8. A Demand Draft for Rs.500/- (Non-Refundable) drawn in favour of "The Director, Centre for Academic Courses, Anna University", towards the processing fee for the issue of the Eligibility Certificate.

9. For further details, Contact 044-2235 7076 / 77, Mail : dac@annauniv.edu, Web : http://cac.annauniv.edu
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